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Purpose of this work

I

I

Understand which features of recogniser P systems with active
membranes are actually essential to characterise their
behaviour
Provide an array of useful extensions which can be added to
P systems with active membranes but can be simulated by the
original model without loss of efficiency
I

. . . hopefully simplifying active membrane algorithms
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Definition
A P system with active membranes with weak non-elementary
division rules has the kinds of rule
I

[a → w ]αh

I

a [ ]αh → [b]βh

I

[a]αh → [ ]βh b

I

[a]αh → b

I

[a]αh → [b]βh [c]γh

I

[a]αh → [b]βh [c]γh (nonelementary)
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Definition
A P system with rule priorities has any partial order
over the set of rules

Definition
A P system with generalised charges has any set
of charges Ψ ⊇ {+, 0, −}
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Definition
A generalised recogniser P system Π is a P system employing two
distinguished objects yes and no and behaving in any of the three
following ways:
1. It sends out an instance of object yes from its outermost
membrane before sending out any instance of object no; it can
later send out any combination of objects yes and no, and is
not required to halt.
2. It sends out an instance of object no from its outermost
membrane before sending out any instance of object yes; it can
later send out any combination of objects yes and no, and is
not required to halt.
3. It halts without sending out neither an instance of yes, nor an
instance of no.
The P system Π is said to accept in case 1, and to reject in case 2.
The behaviour of 3 can be interpreted as either accepting or
rejecting, according to a specified convention.
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Lemma
Let Π be a confluent (resp., non-confluent) generalised recogniser
P system with priority and generalised charges working in time t.
Then, there exists a standard confluent (resp., non-confluent)
recogniser P system with priority and generalised charges having
the same result and working in time O(t + d ), where d is the depth
of both P systems.
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Theorem
Let Π be a generalised confluent recogniser P system using priority
and generalised charges working in time t. Then, there exists a
standard confluent recogniser P system Π0 without priority and
using only two charges having the same result as Π and working in
time O(r × (d + t)), where r is the number of rules of Π and d its
depth. Furthermore, the mapping Π 7→ Π0 can be computed in
polynomial time with respect to the length of the description
of Π.
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